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the striking homogeneity of tool forms
in North American archeology for decades.




technologies has been recogn
Great attention has been pai
I
within these technologies ov ~ time and space and the high standards of
!
craftsmanship involved in th
and unifacial tools. Equall
in tool forms, however, is t
I
iproduction of the characteristic bifacial
I
limpressive as the emphasis on consistency
i
~ remarkable uniformity in the selection of
cryptocrystalline and microc ~stalline siliceous rocks as a raw material
I
!
base for tool manufacture. ~is archeological regularity is readily
observable over all of North 4merica wherever Paleo-Indian assemblages
are found, a regularity that
4,000 years. This heavy reI
is not without adaptive sign
i
~as maintained in some areas for nearly
I
ance on cryptocrystalline lithic material
I
~icance and requires explanation as a
i
significant feature of the P ~eo-Indian archeological record like any
other assemblage property. value of fine-grained siliceous
raw materials is an integral Paleo-Indian lithic tool kit




The intensive focus on ~ne-grained siliceous raw materials among
i
such Paleo-Indian complexes ~ Clovis (or Llano), Folsom, fluted and
I
early lanceolate point compl ~es of the East, and the various Plano
manifestations of the Plains been noted in varying degrees by
Paleo-Indian specialists in attempts to summarize Early Man in
North America (Wormington 19 ; Wilmsen 1970; MacDonald 1971). Other
grand culture-historical syn ' eses, however, ignore the raw material
1
aspect altogether (Krieger 1 Willey 1966; Jennings 1974). Frequently,
archeologists will draw atte ~ion to the presence of distinctive high
quality raw materials over a iarea by bestowing names. A few, among the
many of these drawn througho America, include Knife River flint,
Alibates flint, Pennsylvania ~asper, Flint Ridge, Bayport chert, Normanskill
i
flint, Onondaga flint and se ~ral others. Until recently, minimal
analytical attention had bee 19iven to analyzing the significance of
high quality lithic remains ~yond describing their presence on a site
description basis ~he presence of what appear to be exotic
i
lithic materials. Lately, s ~e beginnings have been made in analyzing
i
the areal distributions of e otic materials in an effort to reconstruct
most ambitious theoretical use of
69; Funk 1972) and band territory sizes
the cryptocrystalline patter lis that by Gardner (1977) who, in recognition
of the strong focus on such 4terials by Paleo-Indian groups in the
movement patterns (Ritchie
(Hester and Grady 1977).
East, has argued that their pattern and geographical movements
were limited by a strict dep these materials.
Cryptocrystalli J Raw Materials~ Paleo-Indian
Technologies a q Mobile Settlement Systems
The idea of widespread 40graphic movement among Paleo-Indian
populations in the New World *as been a commonly accepted idea for some
i
time in American archeology Beardsley et al. 1956: 135-137). Although
differences in opinion exist ~egarding the extent of movement and the
I
i
reasons behind such mobility imost archeologists seem to agree that, due
to low population densities vast areas of unoccupied
landscape during the late stocene, Paleo-Indian manifestations
reflect a wide geographic ersion of human populations. The issue I
2
wish to discuss here concern the relationship between groups of hunter-
gatherers, regardless of the r existence in time and space, who routinely
move their settlements sever 1 miles a year, and the character of their
technology. Specifically, w at special technologies would be adaptive
in a lifeway characterized b high mobility?
If movement over an are :is predicated first and foremost on the
relative abundance of biotic TIesources in their spatial and seasonal
contexts of availability, it fs likely that some severe spatial incongruences
will occur between the natur 1 locations of rocks suitable for making
stone tools and the loci whe e such tools are to be used in extractive
and processing activities. ~ is a general geological fact in most
places of North America and robably throughout the world that lithic
raw materials of even minima suitability for flaking do not occur
evenly over the earth's surf In fact, some environments such as
coastal plains and alluvial have no lithic raw materials whatsoever.
Although geographically disc distribution, the occurrence of
lithic raw material is a sta
contrasts with the location
therefore predictable phenomenon. This
availability of many biotic resources,
material would insure the efficiency
especially animals, (see Yel 1977: 30-35) which are much harder to
predict. Although there mig t! be suitable raw material of some type
(not just cryptocrystalline) tn the immediate vicinity of a resource
encounter, such as a kill, t e search time involved and the strong
likelihood of failure to fin
of carrying technologies.
Thus, the first major p 0 lem posed by adaptations effected through
wide ranging movement is a 1 gistical one, i.e., getting the necessary
technologies together with t e locations of required subsistence functions
3
(see Binford 1978: 458-459). This problem is essentially solved through
the creation of portable tec nologies (see Schiffer 1975: 269).
A second major problem osed by a highly mobile lifeway can be
subsumed under the rubric "s tuational contingencies" (cf. Binford 1978:
454; n.d.). This problem is akin to the first in that much variation is
introduced into the adaptati n on a daily basis as a result of the
varying physical conditions nder which activities occur. In order to
maximize resource encounter :i;tuations, great value is placed on being
flexibility. Another major dnstraint as well as source of variation in
the situational response is he condition of the chipped stone tool kit
from pose to pose. If the p oblem of geographic incongruences can be
solved through portable tech Qlogies, the problem of situational contingencies
can be alleviated through f exible technologies. Flexibility means
creating tools with lifespan Ilong enough to be used on a number of
occasions if necessary. Wit 'chipped stone tools this means designing
tools which can be continuou ~y and reliably rejuvenated. Flexibility
also means the capability foredesigning tools as other tools and
otherwise re-casting the raw ~aterial of the tool kit into wholly new
tools or cores for the deriv tiion of tools if necessary. If we place
such requirements for flexib ~ity as just defined within the additional
and prior stricture of porta flity, I believe the form and variable
condition of North American cileo-Indian technologies become potentially
more understandable.
How, therefore, does thuse of cryptocrystalline raw material aid
in solving the adaptive prob ems posed by mobile settlement systems?
First, the use of fine-grain 4materials allows a flint knapper to
construct cores and tools wi ~ the highest degree of control over the
4
reduction process. Lithic t oJ.. manufacture is a uni-directional reductive
process such that errors in ass removal at one stage can have disastrous
consequences for tool design at subsequent stages. Where precise removal
is desired for tool manufact re, maintenance, or recycling, cryptocrystalline
raw materials provide the gr a~est control, particularly since they can
be pressure flaked. Second, for tools and cores that must be maintained
for extending lifespan and p oviding cores or blanks for the production
of other tools, a premium is placed on isotrop)'ic materials that can be
reliably flaked with minimal breakage. Such materials can be said to
because they can be transformed from
ease and success. While such factors
as control, reliability, and "plasticity" in lithic reduction may have
design to design with the gr
have a high degree of
been of interest to some deg ee to any cultural system relying on chipped
stone technologies, for high y mobile groups, these features are critical
First, there should be some demonstration
the following expectations should be
any validity for Paleo-Indian groups in
for the problem of tool acqu's~tion, and tool replaceruent is undoubtedly
met in their archeological r
If the foregoing ideas
more severe.
North America, then at a min
of mobility among those wide y varying groups archeologists call "Paleo-
Indian." If it can be shown that, in fact, such groups were not very
mobile, then the adaptive ad a~tage of cryptocrystalline raw materials
would be significantly lesse Second, evidence should exist that
such materials are more easi y! controlled than coarser grained materials
and that such flaking qualit'e~ do enable the production of tool forms
and edges with greater preci
evidence that tools based on
iin and reliability. Third, there must be




such a way as to extend thei use lives, and in some cases, were recycled
or "liquidated" into entirel new forms.
Evi ence of MobiZity
Perhaps the only way to archeologically monitor mobility patterns
among Paleo-Indian groups is to examine the geographic distributions of
the distinctive raw material they utilized. Here I am referring to
tracing exotic raw material i$tributions from source points to locus of
deposition. Such a strategy has been offered before in Early Man studies
(Ritchie 1969; Witthoft 1952; Funk 1972; Hester and Grady 1977).
Several published sourc s pertaining to sites ranging from Nova
Scotia to Colorado were cons
exotic raw materials and the
statements about the presence of
to their presumed source locations.
For fluted point sites on! New York State, Ritchie (1969: 8-9)
describes the regular appear n~e of Pennsylvania jasper from quarries in
southeast Pennsylvania, dist ranging from 100 to 150 miles. At the
Shoop site, Witthoft (1952: 70-473) states that quantities of Onondaga
flint were found imported fr western New York a distance of some 200
miles. Robert Funk summarizing the widespread occurrence of
exotic materials at the sites pf Potts, West Athens Hill, Kings Road,
Shoop, Davis, Bull Brook, Port,Mobil, and Williamson, states, "In every
case some materials had been carried to the sites from sources 30 to 100
or more miles distant."
At the Holcombe site in ichigan, Fitting et al. (1966: 126) indicate
that all of the lithic material was imported. According to Fitting, 97%
of the assemblage was Bayport ~hert which he believes was procured 100
miles north of the site.
6
For the western sites, ilmsen (1970: 27) states that all of the
specimens at Blackwater Draw ere imported; one-third of the assemblage
was obtained from the Alibat s quarry in Texas, located about 100 miles
from the site. At the Linde eier site, Wilmsen and Roberts (1978: 114)
report that a distinctive jasper was imported from outcrops that could
be no closer in origin than 96 miles. At the Domebo site in southern
Oklahoma, Leonhardy and Ande son (1966: 18) report that the chert artifacts
of central Texas, a distance over 200
most similar to tabular chert found
The most comprehensive nalysis of Paleo-Indian movements, as
in the Edwards Limestone For
defined by the distance of r materials from sources, is that by Hester
associated with the mammoth
miles away.
and Grady (1977) who attempt to reconstruct "band territory" sizes
using such data. They used aw material data from Blackwater Draw
Locality No.1. Jones-Miller, the Jurgens site and the Olson-Chubbock
site and computed airline mi e: distances to known quarry sources. Based
on these measurements, they f04nd that a distance of 90 to 120 miles
would be a reasonable radius fbr a band "territory." In some cases,
I
evidence was found of materi I! moving between 200 and 400 miles, a
pattern they believe would r f1ect specialist procurement or trade with
another band (Hester and Gra y! 1977: 92).
Assuming that the prese cb of exotic lithic raw materials on these
sites is truly a by-product fwide ranging movements of human groups,
then impressive evidence has b~en adduced for mobility among Paleo-
Indian groups. While most a ct
i
eologists would accept that some or all
of these distributions are r f
i
rrable to mobility, the question of
alternative mechanisms needs tf be considered. In the Paleo-Indian
7
literature, distributions th t exceed 200 or more miles are frequently
cited as likely examples of xpeditions by individuals or task groups or
trade with neighboring bands (See Fitting et al. 1966: 128; Wilmsen and
Roberts 1978: 179; Wheat 197 : 27; Hester and Grady 1977: 92).
The question of procure ent by direct expeditions or movement of
archeological site indicates
360). To evaluate for these possibilities,
There simply are no archeological
criticized the traditional interpretation
records of hunter-gatherers.
Binford (n.d.)
that the presence of exotic
examined using archeological
correlates of either (cf. We
artifacts by trade or exchan e are not processes that can be directly
we must turn to the ethnogra
evidence of a trip made from that location to the source. Frequently
attendant to this inference that the farther a material has
come, the greater its value. Based on his ethnoarchaeological fieldwork,
Binford (n.d.) has created a alternative model to account for the
widespread distribution of otic raw materials in hunter-gatherer
settlement systems that does npt require a strategy of direct procurement.
i
From observing the Nunal iht Eskimo and the Alyawara of Australia,
he noted that the gathering f raw materials of all types was accomplished
as an activity "embedded" in other more primary subsistence activities
taking place in a locality. As these groups move seasonally to different
localities, they gather reso rces including lithic raw materials native
trips are made for raw materials
procurement is at " .•• the 'scale' of
localities. Thus, Binford (n.d.) arguesend up as exotic items in ot
to a particular locale. No
except in cases of rare emer As tools manufactured from raw
that among mobile hunter-gat
material native to one regio are curated by transport, some naturally
8
the habitat exploited from t e location ••• " of a camp. The archeological
implications of Binford's mo el should be obvious. Those artifacts
suspected to be exotic to a ocality should be represented primarily by
finished artifacts and lithi debitage related to maintenance or recycling.
The idea of a trading s stem where a group of people living in one
region supply raw material 0 tools to a group living in another region
is a "logical" notion that h s no basis in hunter-gatherer literature.
Nor is there any evidence th such groups claim territories or claim
the natural resources of reg'otls (Lee and Devore 1968: 8-9). A high
degree of fluidity of person 1 or demographic flux has been repeatedly
observed for modern hunter-g therers, movements which seem to promote
maximum accessibility of peo Ie to resources (Yellen and Harpending
1972; Yellen 1977).
The circulation or move artifacts by means of gift giving or
exchange is a common activit among hunter-gatherers, one that was
probably common in prehistor as well. Gift giving is nearly constant
among local groups and frequ tly takes place when individuals or groups
visit or move in with other earby groups. Where exchange takes place
within the local group, thos ~tems should form archeological assemblages
that have no relevance to inter-regional and interband exchange. Where
exchange takes place between 19cal groups, it is a direct by-product of
movement. The few recorded e amples of long distance interband exchange,
such as the Queensland axe exchange which was 400 miles in width (Sahlins
1972: 281-282), are interesti g for they involved finished items--Qot
assemblages, items with lifes
chipped stone implements.
sites represent entire assemb
items.
tns that would certainly exceed that of
t of the exotic artifacts in Paleo-Indian
tges or tool kits, not just occasional
9
For these reasons, then, I believe most of the exotic lithic
I
remains among Paleo-Indian s1tes represent by-products of mobility. The
weakest part of this argumend is that little or none of the lithic
materials have been rigOrOUS~y tied to sources using physical methods
such as neutron activation (Jee Luedtke 1979). Physico-chemical studies
I
may indicate that some of th~ sources for exotics are not as distant as
I
thought. I would predict, hqwever, that the pattern of long distance
importation of lithic materi~ls will basically hold because the trend
,
can be observed at the conti~ental level. Practically all Paleo-Indian
i
sites, not just the ones in ~he Northeast, exhibit the presence of
exotics. The Paleo-Indian pJttern contrasts markedly with the following
Archaic stage raw material p tterns which reflect increasing reliance on
local and more coarse graine raw materials. This, I would also argue,
is a by-product of decreasin mobility and habitat size, a result of
increasing population.
of Cryptocrystalline MaterialsThe Flaking Qualiti
presented here concerns the esirable qualities of fine-grained materials
Probably the most obvio s and acceptable part of the argument
for knapping. The combined 0rk of Crabtree (1967, 1972) and many of
the people he has trained or influenced has indicated repeatedly that
the significant variation in Iflaking properties exists within rocks that
fracture conchoidally. Thos1 materials easiest to shape especially for
flat surfaces, even edges, a9d acute angles are those such as quartz
I
crystal, chalcedony, jasper, agate, chert, horns tone , and some of the
fine-6rained igneous rocks ( ee Crabtree 1967). These rocks all share
in cornmon the properties of rlittleness and isotrophism, both necessary
,
ingredients for controlled r The anomalous exception to this
10
surprisingly was not used that much
sked why Paleo-Indians tended to ignore
indicated that they
be too brittle, thus to unreliable
iercing functions of these tool kits. In
of cherts in a mobility strategy is
in workability or "plasticity" it
edges to be created. This may
list of materials is obsidia
by Paleo-Indian groups.
obsidian, Crabtree (personal
in workability hence "plasti
for the cutting, scraping
this connection, heat treati
likely valued more for the i
provides than simply for all
wanted tough siliceous mater'a s for their tools. Obsidian, the ultimate
be the case since thermal al e ations tend to weaken the edge strengths
of some silicates (see Rick 9 8) causing tool edges to dull faster.
More work in general could rofitably done using instruments from
physics and engineering to y brittleness, levels of material failure
and so forth to evaluate oups were manipulating these properties.
Evidence of and Recycling
Up to this point in esearch, I have not systematically gone
through the Paleo-Indian ture and identified the full range or
resharpening and recycling s r tegies, although I can say that evidences
of both are abundant. A maj r pattern in resharpening of blade and tip
edges can point and Plano forms over North America.
For these forms, rejuvenatio
rather
effort to maintain a constan
length. This contrasts trem
point resharpening strategie
Many of the tapered
eems to concentrate on the tip area
of the blade. This seems to be a conscious
lade width during reduction in blade
ously with Dalton and many Early Archaic
hich focus on blade margin reduction.
y hafted end-scrapers show marked variation
in length, a result no doubt 0 resharpening. It is my feeling that all
11
that is done, we can begin
recycling is quite variable
the country. No one tool form
cores (MacDonald 1968). In some
in evaluating the hypothesis that
this sort is the work of Judge (1973)
f~rmed into endscrapers (e.g., Goodyear
There is much work yet
As might be expected, e
to have an objective measure
endscrapers were recycled in
across the many assemblages
always goes into another for .• At the Debert site, for example, several
of this is ultimately quanti
assemblages, points are
many interesting implication f this hypothesis that have not been
dealt with here. include an ability to detect mobility
1974). One of the best
who analyzed the various rec c~ing strategies of the Folsom preform.
~onclusions
among low density population ased on the presence of cryptocrystalline
among mobile hunter-gatherer ~I the use of cryptocrystalline raw materials
is a strategy for creating p rtable and flexible technologies to offset
geographic incongruences bet e~n resources and consumers. There are
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